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branch-width $\triangleright w$ tree-width $tw$
$\max\{bw, 2\}\leq tw+1\leq maxt_{z^{bw,2\}}}^{3}$
[7].
$hee$-decomposition
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. branch-





$\max_{u,v\in V_{X}}d_{G}(u,v)$ $diam_{G}(V_{X})$ .
1. [6] $G$ tfee-doeomposition
$\mathcal{T}=(T, \chi)$ , $T$ $V(G)$
, $T$
( bag t-node
) $\chi$ 2 .
1. $\bigcup_{X\in\chi}X=V(G)$ .
2. $G$ $\{u,v\}$ , $u$ $v$
t-node $X$ .
3. t-node $X,Y,$ $Z$ , $Y$ $T$




3 , ”G $v$
, $T$ $v$ t-node
” . ,
1 $G$ , 2 $G$
troe-deoomposition , $v\in V(G)$
t-node
.
$G$ tree-decomposition $\mathcal{T}=(T, \chi)$
, width $\max X_{*}\in\chi|X_{i}|-1$
width$(\mathcal{T})$ , $\mathcal{T}$ length $\max_{X:\in\chi}diam_{G}(X_{i})$
length $(\mathcal{T})$ . $G$ tree-





2. [7] $G$ branch-decomposition $\mathcal{B}=$








$edge\{X, Y\}$ , mid$(\{X, Y\})$ .
$T$ $b\cdot edge\{X, Y\}$
2 $T_{1},T_{2}$ . $T_{1}$
$\mu^{-1}$ $G$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
.
$V_{2}$ . mid$(\{X, Y\})=$
$V_{1}$ $V_{2}$ . $B=(T,\mu)$ dth
$\max_{\{X,Y\}\in E(T)}|mid(\{X, Y\})|$ e! Lt, width $(\mathcal{B})$
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3: $G$ branch-decomposition 4: 3 $\tau_{\{x\}},$ $x\in V(G)$
. $G$ branch-uyidth , $G$
branch-decomposition $\mathcal{B}$
$\min\epsilon width(\mathcal{B})$ , $bw(G)$ .
3. $G$ branch-decomposition $(T,\mu)$
$x\in V(G)$ , $x$
$G$ {X, $y_{1}$ }, $\{x,y_{2}\},$ $\ldots,$ $\{x, y_{l}\}$
, b-node $\mu(\{x,y_{1}\}),\mu(\{x, y_{2}\}),$ $\ldots$ , $\mu(\{x, y_{l}\})$
$T$ $\tau_{\{x\}}$
. $T$ b-node $X$ , $X$
$\tau_{\{x_{1}\}},\tau_{\{x_{2}\}},$ $\ldots,\tau_{\{x_{n}\}}$ , b-
node $X$ $V_{[X]}$ $V_{[x]}$ $;=$
$\{x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots, x_{m}\}$ .
3 branch-decomposition $\tau_{\{x\}}$ ,
$x\in V(G)$ 4 .
3 Branch-length
Branch-decomposition




$\mathcal{B}=(T,\mu)$ , $\mathcal{B}=(T,\mu)$ length
$\max_{\{X,Y\}\in E(T)}diamc(mid(\{X, Y\}))$
, length$(B)$ . $G$ bmnch-length
$bl(G)$ , $G$ bmnch-dewmposition $\mathcal{B}$
$\min e$ length $(\mathcal{B})$ .
Branch-width 1 , width $(\mathcal{B})=$
$1$ branch-decompo8ition $\mathcal{B}$
. $\mathcal{B}$ $kedge\{X, Y\}$
$|mid(\{X, Y\})|=1$ , $0$







1. $G$ branch-decomposition length
$G$ tree-decomposition
( 2),
2. $G$ tree-decomposition length
$G$ branch-decomposition
( 4).
1. $G$ branch-decomposition $(T,\mu)$
, $T$ b-edge {X, $Y$}
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mid$(\{X, Y\})$ $G$ $v$
, $v$ $V_{[X]}$ $V_{[Y]}$ .
$5:v\in mid(\{X,Y\})$




$L_{1}$ $=\mu^{-1}(\{u,v\})$ , $\{u, v\}$ $\in E(G)$
b-node $L_{1}$ , $T_{2}$ $L_{2}$ $=$
$\mu^{-1}(\{v,w\}),$ $\{v,w\}\in E(G)$ node
$L_{2}$ ( 5 ). $\tau_{\{v\}}$
, $\tau_{\{v\}}$ $X$ $Y$ . $v$
$V_{[X],\square }$
$V_{[Y]}$
2. $G$ , $bl(G)\leq k$
$tl(G)\leq k$ .
. $G$ branch-length $\delta$ , length
$\delta$ $G$ branch-decomposition
$(T_{b}, \mu)$ . $(T_{b}, \mu)$
$(T_{t}, \chi)$ , $G$ tree-decomposition
length $k$ .
$T_{t}:=T_{b}$ . $T_{t}=T_{b}$ $T_{t}$
t-node, t-edge . $T_{t}$
t-node $V(G)$
. $T_{t}$ $L$ ,
$G$
$T_{b}$ $L$ ,
$\mu^{-1}(L)=\{u, v\}$ $\{u, v\}\in E(G)$
, $L:=\{u,v\}$ . $T_{t}$ 3
t-node $X$ , $X$ t-edge
{X, $Y_{1}$ }, { $X$ , Y2}, {X, $Y_{3}$ } , 6
$X$ $:=$ ($mid(\{X,Y_{1}\})\cap mid(\{X$,Y2}))
pa 6: bnode $X$ $=$ (mid$(\{X,Y_{1}\})\cap$
$mid(\{X,Y_{2}\}))\cup(mid(\{X, Y_{2}\})\cap mid(\{X,Y_{l}\}))$
$\cup(mid(\{X, Y_{3}\})\cap mid(\{X,Y_{1}\}))$
(mid$(\{X,$ $Y_{2}\})\cap mid(\{X,Y_{3}\})$ ) $\cup(mid(\{X,Y_{3}\})$








t-node $L$ . $(T_{t}, \chi)$
$u$ $v$ $L$ . $G$
, $\chi$ ,
$G$ $\{u,v\}$ , $u$ $v$
t-node .
$G$ $x$ , $x$ node
. $(T_{b}, \mu)$ branch-decomposition
$T_{b\{x\}}$ . $x$ t-node
$T_{b\{x\}}$
.
$X$ $x$ t-node , $X$ $T_{b\langle x\}}$
. $X$ $X$
$x$ $G$
$T_{b\{x\}}$ $X$ . $X$ , $X$
3 {X, $Y_{1}$ }, { $X$,Y2}, {X, Y3} .
$x\in X$ , $x$
mid$(\{X, Y_{1}\})\cap mid$( $\{X$ , Y2})
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. $x\in mid(\{X, Y_{1}\})$
1 , $x$ $V_{[x]}$ . $X$
$T_{b\{x\}}$ .
mid$(\{X, Y_{2}\}))\cup$($mid(\{X,$ $Y_{2}\})\cap mid(\{X$ , Y3}))
$\cup(mid(\{X, Y_{3}\})\cap mid(\{X, Y_{1}\}))$ .
t-node $X$ 2
mid$(\{X,Y_{1}\}),$ $mid(\{X, Y_{2}\}),$ $mid(\{X, Y_{3}\})$
1 ( ) .
length$((T_{b},\mu))$ $k$





$X’$ , $T_{b\{x\}}$ t-node , $X’$
$x$ . $X’$
$X’$ $x$ . $X’$
, $X’$ 3 {X’, $Y_{1}$ }, {$X’$ , Y2},
{X’, $Y_{3}$ } , $X’$
3 {X’, $Y_{1}$ }
$T_{1}$ , {$X’$ , Y2}, {X’, $Y_{3}$ }
, $T_{3}$ . 7 $T_{b\{x\}}$
. $T_{b\{x\}}$ $x$ node
$\mu(\{x,y_{1}\}),\mu(\{x,y_{2}\}),$ $\ldots,\mu(\{x, y_{l}\})$ .
$X’\in V(T_{b\{x\}})$ $T_{1},T_{2},T_{3}$ 2
$x$ . $T_{1}$ $x$
, mid$(\{X, Y_{1}\})$ $x$





$(T_{t}, \chi)$ length$((T_{t}, \chi))\leq k$
. $T_{t}$ $L$ 2
$L$ length $diam_{G}(L)$
1 . $T_{t}$ t-node $X$
, $X=(mid$($\{X$ , Yl}) $\cap$
5. $G$ tree-decomposition $(T, \chi)$
, $G$ $\{u, v\}$ , $G$ $u$
$v$ t-node $X$ 1






6. $G$ tfee-decompolition $(T, \chi)$ , $G$
$\{u, v\}$ assi9nment t-node
. $t$ $ge\{X, Y\}$





. $mid’(\{X, Y\}):=V_{1}$ $V_{2}$ .
3. $G$ tree-decomposition $(T, \chi)$
, $G$ assignment t-node
. $T$ $t- edge\{X, Y\}\in$
$E(T)$ $mid’(\{X, Y\})$ $G$
$v$ , $v$ t-node $X$ t-node $Y$
.
. $T$ t-edge {X, $Y$}
2 , $X$
$T_{1},$ $Y$ T2 .
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8: $T_{X},$ $X$ 2 assignment
$mid’(\{X, Y\})$ $v$ , $v$
$\tau_{\iota}$ t-node assignment
, $T_{2}$ t-node assignment
. $v$ as-
signment $T_{1}$ t-node $X’,$ $T_{2}$
t-no$de$ $Y’$ . 5 , $v$ $X’,Y’$
. , $X$ $Y$ $X^{l}$ $Y’$
. troe-decomposition
, t-node $X$ t-node $Y$ $v$ .
4. $G$ , $tl(G)\leq k$
$bl(G)\leq k$ .
. $\delta$ $G$ tree-length , length
$\delta$ $G$ tree-decomposition $(T_{t}, \chi)$
6. $(T_{t}, \chi)B^{a}\tilde{b}G$ branch-decomposition
$(T_{b},\mu)$ , $(T_{b}, \mu)$
length$((T_{b}, \mu))\leq k$ .
3 .
1. $G$ $\{u,v\}\in E(G)$ , $\chi$
$u$ $v$ t-node 1 assignment
.
2. $G$ assignment t-
node $T_{t}$ ,
$(T_{t}’, \chi’)$ .
3. $(T_{t}’, \chi’)$ t-node $X$
$(T_{b}, \mu)$ .
9: $X$ 4 assigment
, $X$ 3 assignment
$G$ $\{u, v\}$ $\mu(\{u, v\})$
. t-node $X$ assignment
$G$ $l(l\geq 2)$ ,
$e_{1},$ $e_{2},$ $\ldots,$




edge $\{X_{i}, \mu(e_{i})\},$ $1\leq i\leq l-1$ t-edge
$\{X_{l-1}, \mu(e_{l})\}$ $T_{X}$
( 8 ). $X_{1}$ . , $T_{X}$
. $l=1$ $X$ $T_{X}$ .
$X$ .
(a) $X$ 1
$(T_{t}’, \chi’)$ $X$ assignment




(b) $X$ 2 , $X$ assignment
$X$ .
, $X$ t-node $Y$




(c) $X$ 3 ,




$X$ assignment , $X$




. t-edge $\{X_{i}’, Y_{i}\},$ $1\leq i\leq m-1$
t-edge { $X_{1}’$ , Yo}, $\{X_{m-1}’, Y_{m}\}$
.
$X$ assignment $X$ ,
$X$ $X_{1}’,\ldots,X_{m}’$
, $t- edge\{X_{i}’,Y_{i}\}$ ) $1\leq i\leq m$
{ $X_{1}^{l}$ , Yb} . $T_{X}$
, $T_{X}$ $X_{m}’$ .
$(T_{b},\mu)$ branch-decomposition .




. $\mu(e_{i}),$ $\{X_{1}, X_{i}’\}$
, knode, bedge .
$(T_{t}, \chi)$ tree-lengh $k$ .
length$((T_{b},\mu))\leq k$ ,
edge {X, $Y$} $\in E(T_{b})$ mid$(\{X, Y\})$
tree-decomposition $(T_{t}, \chi)$ t-node
. $T_{t}’$ edge 3
&edge .
2 $(T_{t}’, \chi’)$ edge
{X, $Y$ } . $mid’(\{X, Y\})$ ,
brani-decomposition $(T_{b}, \mu)$ $mid(\{X, Y\})$
$mid’(\{X, Y\})$
. 2 , $mid’(\{X, Y\})$
$(T_{t}, \chi)$ t-node $X$ .
3 t-edge , $(T_{t}, \chi)$
t-node
. $(T_{b}, \mu)$ node $X$ $V_{1^{X]}}$
, $(T_{t}, \chi)$ t-node .
1 mid$(\{X, Y\})$ $V_{[X]}$
, mid$(\{X, Y\})$ $(T_{t}, \chi)$ t-node
.
, $bl(G)\leq k$ .
2, 4 ,
1. $bw(G)\geq 2$ $G$
, $tl(G)\leq k\Leftrightarrow bl(G)\leq k$ .
4
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